REPLY TO
ATTN OF
SUBJECT

833 CSG/DE

Part B Permit Application (Subpart X) for the 300-Pound Moving Trench

New Mexico Environmental Improvement Division
Hazardous and Radioactive Waste Bureau
Attn: David Morgan
1190 St. Francis Drive
Santa Fe, NM 87503

1. Enclosed herewith is subject application. We appreciate your patience with us in this submittal. As you are aware, we are also revising our 20,000 pound detonation area permit application and plan to submit it in the near future.

2. Please direct any questions regarding this application to Sharon Moore or Roger Wilkson at 479-3931.

Encl:
Part B Permit Application

cc: w/Encl
Rich Mayer, USEPA Region VI (2 cys)
MSgt Campbell, 833 ABOS/AOE
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